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Yosemite Valley Railroad Caboose No. 15 is an excellent example of a wooden, short-line railroad freight caboose. It is 28 feet and two inches long, not counting coupling gear, nine feet and three inches wide in body, and stands 15 feet, four inches tall to the top of its cupola roof, or 11 feet and four inches tall to the top of its main roof. The caboose has two windows in each side of the body, each comprising a single pane of glass or lite. The cupola has two sliding windows on each of its four sides, each window containing four panes or lites. Both the main roof and the cupola roof are gently rounded like passenger car roofs, rather than angular as is more common in caboose roofs and typical of nearly all freight car roofs. Each end of the caboose has a centered door opening onto end platforms; each door has a two-lite window near its top. The end platforms have railings of metal bars, typical of caboose construction, and metal ladders leading to the roof. There are metal bar grab-irons on the roof of the cupola. There is a manual brake wheel mounted on each of the two end platforms. The caboose has marker-light brackets on all four corners of the body below the roof.

The interior of the caboose is furnished with two long benches usable also as bunks, one along each side wall. There is also a desk, and a stove, whose metal stovepipe pierces the roof ahead of the cupola (the caboose usually being run with the cupola-end to the rear). The cupola has four double seats, two on each side, one on each side headed forward and one to the rear. Beneath them, on either side of the center aisle, are storage cabinets.

The caboose is basically a wooden car, with wooden floor and roof and vertical wooden plank siding. Window frames and doors are of wood. The trucks on which the caboose sits are steel arch-bar trucks containing wooden bolsters. The trucks were apparently built for the Colorado Midland Railway in 1901 or earlier. (It was not unusual for second hand components of one railroad to turn up later on another, especially when the former was scrapped at a comparatively early date as was the Colorado Midland.) The trucks have apparently had some parts replaced, such as wheels marked "ARA 1938 Griffin Los Angeles", and other components marked "ARA 122 Pat'd Oct. 27, 1896." The trucks also carry the initials "CM" which suggest Colorado Midland origin. The wooden bolsters in the trucks are characteristic of trucks manufactured during the late 19th Century. The caboose has knuckle couplers.

Compared with a large number of similar cabooses, the Yosemite Valley Caboose No. 15 was aesthetically especially well-proportioned and very well built. It was somewhat similar but not identical to Yosemite Valley Caboose No. 16, now owned by the Stockton, Terminal & Eastern Railroad. Yosemite Valley Railroad Caboose No. 15 is basically unaltered from its original appearance and from its later use on the Yosemite Valley Railroad, except for the replacement of wheels and possibly other truck components already mentioned.

Historically this caboose was operated on the railroad between El Portal and Merced. Its present location is within the site of the historic Yosemite Valley Railroad "yard" at its El Portal terminus; however, as an object the significance of the caboose is no longer site related, although El Portal is probably the most appropriate site for its exhibit.
Yosemite Valley Railroad Caboose No. 15 is an object of local historical significance in the category of transportation as one of the last two surviving cabooses of the historic Yosemite Valley Railroad, incorporated in 1902, constructed in 1905, 1906 and 1907, and abandoned and scrapped in 1945 and 1946. As a type specimen, this caboose is further significant as a particularly fine example of a short-line railroad caboose.

The origin and history of this caboose is obscure; the presence of the letters "CM" cast in metal components of its trucks led its Santa Barbara owner, and later the author of the two principal publications on the history of the railroad, to state that it was built for the Colorado Midland Railway, which ran from Colorado Springs, Colorado, through Leadville and Glenwood Springs to Grand Junction. However, despite Colorado Midland initials on truck components, Yosemite Valley Railroad Caboose No. 15 is six feet shorter than any of the three series of Colorado Midland cabooses, does not have the sliding side doors characteristic of Colorado Midland cabooses, and in general appearance, location of windows, shape of cupola, etc., does not match the Colorado Midland cabooses. There was an earlier Yosemite Valley Railroad caboose numbered 15, however, which did have some of the characteristics of a Colorado Midland caboose, but its history and disposition are unknown.

Thus Yosemite Valley Railroad Caboose No. 15 is the second caboose to bear that number on this railroad. The best available evidence indicates that it was added to the Yosemite Valley equipment roster about 1922, although the caboose itself may be much older. From whom the railroad purchased it, and whether new or second-hand, is unknown, but it is presumed to have been obtained second-hand by the Yosemite Valley Railroad. If research should eventually uncover its origin, it may possess a quality of additional historical significance deriving from earlier association with some other railroad.

The caboose thus derives associative historical significance in the history of transportation from its service on freight trains on the Yosemite Valley Railroad between Merced and El Portal from 1922 until the end of operation in 1945. Its function was to carry the train crew of freight trains, consisting of a conductor and freight brakeman (or brakemen), and to serve as an office car in which the freight conductor might work on his waybills, switch lists, and other such railroad paperwork. It was generally coupled to the rear of freight trains. The cupola provided a "lookout" from which the conductor or brakeman could spot trouble such as a derailed car ahead in the train, a "hotbox" or hot axle journal needing oiling, or other trouble.

In 1946 the caboose was sold to Leon Bartholomew and moved to 216 West Cañon Perdido Street in Santa Barbara, California, where for some years it accommodated meetings of the
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Channel Railroad Club, until club membership dropped off. In 1961 it was purchased by the National Park Service, and moved to El Portal for inclusion in a Yosemite National Park transportation history exhibit. Its present location is believed to be within the boundaries of the site of the Yosemite Valley Railroad's track yard at El Portal where historically it was used. As an historic object, however, its significance is not dependent upon its location, although El Portal is a very appropriate location for its exhibit.

Resource management

The significance of the caboose applies to its exterior, its interior, all furnishings, tools, artifacts, and parts, and requires a historically accurate color and lettering scheme.
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